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CHARACTER CHANGING OF MILES HALTER ON LOOKING FOR 

ALASKA NOVEL BY JOHN GREEN (2005): A BEHAVIORISM STUDY 

 

Abstrak 

Fokus penelitian ini adalah pada perubahan karakter Miles Halter, karena karakter 

Miles Halter dijelaskan dalam banyak karakter. Peneliti juga melihat faktor yang 

mempengaruhi perubahan karakter Miles. Tujuan penelitian ini adalah (1) 

menjelaskan bagaimana perubahan karakter Miles dan (2) menjelaskan bagaimana 

perubahan karakter Miles Halter dan faktor yang mempengaruhi perubahan 

karakter Miles Halter dengan menggunakan teori tingkah laku. Teknik 

pengumpulan data adalah menggunakan teknik membuat catatan inti. Dalam 

menganalisis data, peneliti menggunakan teori tingkah laku. Hasil dari penelitian 

ini menunjukkan bahwa karakteristik dari Miles Halter berubah pada tengah-

tengah cerita. Miles berubah karena bertemu dengan Alaska Young. Setelah 

Alaska Young meninggal, karakter Miles berubah lagi. Terutama, ketika Miles 

menemukan fakta tentang bunuh dirinya Alaska. Bagaimanapun, perubahan 

karakter utama dijelaskan dengan teori Lewin dan sesuai dengan teori. 

 

Kata Kunci: perubahan karakter, teori tingkah laku, novel looking for alaska 

 

Abstract 

The focus of this research is the Miles Halter’s character changing, because Miles 

Halter’s character is described in many characters. The researcher also sees the 

influencing factors of Miles’s character changing. This reasearch aims at: (1) 

describing how the Miles Halter’s characters changing is described and (2) 

explaining how the Miles Halter’s characters changing and factor influence Miles 

Halter’s character changing described by using behaviour theory. The technique 

of collecting data is using note-taking technique. In analyzing the data, the 

researcher uses the theory of behaviourism. The result of the study shows that the 

characteristic of Miles Halter’s change in the middle of story. Miles changes 

because he meets Alaska Young. After Alaska Young died, Miles’ character 

changes again. Especially, when Miles find fact about Alaska’s suicide. However, 

the main character’s change is described by Lewin’s Theory and it corresponds 

with the theory. 

 

Keywords: character changing, behaviourism theory, looking for alaska’s novel 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Literary works such as drama, poem, and novel are more interesting to be read 

and compared with technical books or textbooks, because they give pleasureto the 

readers. Kennedy (1983) states that among the forms of imaginative literature in 

our language, novel has long been the favorite of both writers and readers. For 
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more than two hundred years, only the lyric of poem has rivaled the novel in 

attracting outstanding practitioners. 

The researcher observes the character changing of the main character 

Miles Halter on Looking For Alaska Novel by John Green. The problem 

statements of this research are (1) How are Miles Halter’s characters described in 

the Novel Looking for Alaska by John Green and (2) How are Miles Halter’s 

character changing and  the factors influence Miles Halter’s character changing 

described by using behaviour theory. The researcher chooses this issues because 

Miles Halter’s character is the most dominant character in the novel Looking for 

Alaska, and the character of Miles Halter is very interesting to be analyzed. The 

researcher uses the behaviourism theory by Lewin. 

In the Looking for Alaska’s novel, John Green was trying to tell how he 

sees the real world in a teen fiction story. John was trying to introduce the reader 

into the “labyrinth of life” and persuade us to look for our own “Great Perhaps” 

(purpose in life). John Green explained about Miles’s character with the character 

changing.In the first chapter of this novel, Mile’s character was described as a 

teenage figure who had an unusual interest in learning the famous people’s last 

words. But in the middle of story, Miles’s character changed.He found another 

objective. That objective was findingthe labyrinth. Alaska made a deal that if 

Miles figured out what labyrinth was, Alaska would find him a girlfriend. But 

time after time, Miles began to fall in love with Alaska. Until Alaska died because 

of car accident, Miles and his best friends have a new objective to investigate 

what really happened and if Alaska’s death was intentional in her own way to get 

out of the “labyrinth”. From here, the researcher finally found out something 

interesting about Miles’s character changing. 

This research uses the theory of behaviour.The researcher observes the 

character changing of the main character Miles Halter on Looking For Alaska 

Novel by John Green. Behaviour theory explains about people who are driven not 

by inner forces, but by external factors. This model suggests that human 

functioning can be explained by a triadic interaction of behaviour, personal and 

environmental factors. Environmental factors represent situational influences and 
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environment in which behaviour is performed while personal factors include 

instincts, drives, traits, and other individual motivational forces. Several 

constructs underlie the process of human learning and behaviour change 

(Bandura, A, 1986). 

Considering the explanation above, the writer limits the scope of this 

research in analyzing the character changing of Miles Halter in the Novel. The 

researcher just focuses on the script of the Novel to observe how Miles Halter’s 

characters changing is described and the factors which influence Miles Halter’s 

characters changing by using the behaviour theory. 

 

2. METHOD 

This research is a type of research which uses a qualitative approach because this 

research statistic is not necessary. Qualitative method observation to gether non-

numeriC. This research describes the structure of personality, dynamics of 

personality and personality changes of the main character Miles Halter in 

“Looking for Alaska”, a novel written by John Green (2005). The character 

change of Miles is explained by using a behavioral change theory. The data are in 

the form of words, phrases, clauses or related sentences regarding to the problem 

of character change of the main character in this study, namely how the structure 

behavior, behavior dynamics and behavior changes of the main character Miles 

Halter in “Looking for Alaska” Novel by John Green (2005). This research is a 

literature research which uses John Green's literary work as an object of the study 

so that the data collection is done by using note-taking technique. 

 

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Findings 

In this section, the researcher wants to explain the findings of the study. In this 

study, the researcher analyze the Miles’s character changing. In the finding, the 

researcher describes the process of calculating and presenting result of the data. 

Miles Halter’s characters are described in the novel by John Green: 
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3.1.1 The Main Character 

Miles “Pudge” Halter, a typical high school boy, is unhappy with his 

social life while living in Florida. Even though Miles is not the type of 

guy that makes friends easily, he decides to spend his junior year at 

Culver Creek Boarding School in Alabama. Living all of his life in 

Florida, Pudge was never familiar with alcohol, smoking, and especially 

with girls, all things with which most kids at boarding school were very 

comfortable with. Culver Creek introduced a new and interesting life to 

Pudge. 

When Pudge first laid eyes on Alaska, he knew she was his first 

love, “but I barely heard him because the hottest girl in all of human 

history was standing before me.” Having never spoken to a girl before 

Alaska Young, he was at a loss for words. Pudge was speechless standing 

in front of the girl who he immediately fell in love with. 

The Main Character's Personality Structure: 

"Miles is a great leader," said no one ever. In fact, he is pretty weak-

willed when it comes to social interactions. He follows the Colonel 

wherever he goes: 

"THAT'S THE POINT, SHERLOCK!" the Colonel screamed back. The 

ref came over and kicked him out of the gym. I followed him. (before.47) 

He does what Alaska tells him to do: 

"What am I going to do?" 

"You'll spend Thanksgiving with me, silly. Here." (before.46-47) 

 

And all of his following and passive inaction (remember how he 

leaves Lara alone after their disastrous triple date?) leads up to the 

moment when he and the Colonel choose to let Alaska go. Indeed, Miles 

sums his passivity and powerlessness in the face of Alaska nicely when he 

states: 

“If people were rain, I was drizzle and she was a hurricane”. 

(before.32) 

Miles will never be the force of nature that Alaska was—he just 

doesn't know how to make a big enough splash (so many bad jokes in one 

sentence—sorry/not sorry). But as he grows into the society that he's 
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entered—the world of the Creek—he becomes a little more assertive, a 

little less like drizzle and a little more like a steady rain. Maybe some of 

the strength of character in the Colonel and Alaska is rubbing off on him. 

He finally finds the courage to talk to Lara after Alaska's death 

(albeit almost two months later and with a nudge from Takumi) and he 

plays an integral role in the greatest prank the Creek has ever seen. Miles 

will not ever lead anyone, but that is because his strengths are internal 

instead of external like the charisma of the Colonel and Alaska. 

The main character's personality dynamics, Miles is not always a 

reliable narrator, especially when it comes to Alaska. His emotions, like 

many of ours, tend to cloud how he sees her, especially after her death. 

Eventually, the Colonel yells at him: 

"Do you even remember the person she actually was? Do you remember 

how she could be a selfish bitch? That was part of her, and you used to 

know it. It's like now you only care about the Alaska you made 

up." (after.35) 

Excuse the Colonel's language, but he stands to be the voice of 

reason for Miles after Alaska dies. Because Miles does romanticize 

Alaska. And we as readers have to watch out for what his grief does to the 

truthiness of his perspective. 

The author presents that Mile had a thin body; it occurred when 

Miles took a bath in the small bathroom. He stated, “My skinniness 

always surprised me: my thin arms did not seem to get much bigger as 

they move from wrist to shoulder”. From the quote had shown above. 

The small bathroom contained a huge……My skinniness always 

surprised me: my thin arms didn’t seem to get much bigger as they move 

from wrist to shoulder……. (Green, 2005:15). Pudge, I’ve seen your 

chicken legs entirely too often. (Green, 2005:23) 

Miles is a skinny man, it said, when he took a shower and 

surprising him small bathroom contained a huge, full-length mirror 

behind the door, he could not escape the reflection of his naked self as he 

leaned in to turn on the shower faucet, and he enjoyed the softness of the 

soap suds and the cold water that flowed from the faucet through his back 

bone, where he was looking in the mirror endlessly and he said his skinny 
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always surprised him. It also occurred when his friend said “Pudge, I’ve 

seen your chicken legs entirely too often”. As the quotes show, it can be 

concluded that his weight is not proportional or it can be said he is a 

skinny man. 

Miles Halter is an extrovert person, because he likes hanging with 

other people around him. It is explained when Miles and The Colonel 

made out way to the TV room over the summer to find The Colonel Stuff. 

The television room undulated with youngsters trying to find and haul 

away their stuff and then the Colonel greeted people in there and he said 

hello to a few people. The Colonel at that time did not introduce Miles to 

them, but actually Miles really wanted to know them so that he had more 

friends in the boarding school. It was stated in Miles’ comments in the 

quotation below that he was an extrovert person. 

………………………………………We made out way to the TV 

room……Chip said hello to a few people, but didn’t introduce 

me…………(Green, 2005,19) 

 

3.1.2 Miles Halter’s Characters Changing are described in the novel by John 

Green 

Changing behavior of the main character Miles Halter, Miles 

introspective nature and introversion, especially come to the fore after 

Alaska's death. For the Colonel, the world is fairly rigid: people are good 

or bad, he likes someone or he does not, he knows a country's name or he 

does not. But Miles' mind wanders along paths of variation, where 

nothing is rigid or clear, especially when it comes to who Alaska was and 

his role in her death. 

For one, he has to contend with what love is and who exactly he 

loves. He loves Alaska. Not only is she "the hottest girl in all of human 

history" (before.81), he feels like he bonds with her on an intimate level. 

He spends Thanksgiving with her, he wants to innocently sleep with her 

(before.32), and he comforts her when she freaks (before.13-26). But 

whatever Miles does for Alaska is not enough, and he eventually realizes 
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it after the Colonel, in his usual brash way, kind of shoves it down his 

throat. 

And if she were here, we both know that she would still be Jake's 

girlfriend and that there'd be nothing but drama between the two of 

you—not love, not sex, just you pining after her and her like, 

'You're cute, Pudge, but I love Jake.' (after.15) 

 

While real talk like this might curb just about anyone's 

confidence—and Miles is not exactly brimming with confidence to begin 

with—he somehow remains the eternal optimist. When he realizes that 

she did not care as much about him as he wanted her to, instead of curling 

up and hiding from life, Miles opens his eyes to the other people who 

cared about her. And this helps him to keep going. Explain the change of 

personality of the main character Miles Halter who is influenced by 2 

factors of behavior change : 

1) Social Ecology Model 

Miles is a junior in high school who likes memorizing famous writer 

last words. The last words have more meaning for him than what 

many people think last words mean and he believed that the last 

words of the famous writer can change his life in the future. He took 

the famous writer’s last words (I go to seek a great perhaps) for 

changing his life to be better one and he has enough self-awareness to 

know that he will not find his Great Perhaps at home in Florida (last 

word by Francois Rabelais). Therefore, he decided to go to Culver 

Creek to seek a Great Perhaps, which had something more for him. 

……Pudge memories people’s last words……(Green, 

2005:23)……………….... (Green, 2005:26)……"A lot of times, 

people die how they live. And so last words tell mea lot about 

who people were, and why they became the sort of people 

biographies get written about. Does that make sense?" 

(Green, 2005:156) 

And character changing of Miles Halter when he meets Alaska 

Young and her friends. She sucks him into her world of pranks, 

secrets and self-destruction. 
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In the beginning, Miles loved for famous people’s last words. Then, 

after he met Alaska Young, his characters changed. Miles idolized 

her. He spent the rest of the year trying to deny her death. 

2) The Changes of Communication Behavior 

This story tells that they were under the bridge; they called it the 

Smoking Hole because this place is safe for them to smoke. Then, 

they discussed who ratted out Marya and Paul. At that time, Alaska 

had no sympathy for them. Alaska and Miles were flirting each other 

and Alaska always mentioned her boyfriend every time she 

complimented Miles. 

“You’re adorable,” she said, and I felt the intensity of her 

eyes on me and look away 

nervously.”……………………………………………….”Yeah, 

Pudge is adorable”………………(Green,2005:56) 

Based on the sentences above, Miles’ friends said that he was 

an adorable person; it occurred when they were smoking on rickety 

wooden bridge. It is supported by the sentence ”You’re adorable, 

Yeah, Pudge is adorable.” Therefore, it can be concluded that the 

author presented Miles as an adorable person through the dialog of 

other character because one of the character in a story talks about 

another character. 

3.1.3 Community Influence (group) 

Miles also referred to as Pudge, is retelling the story from a future point in 

time. He splits his retellings into two sections: ‘Before Alaska’s Death 

(Page 1) and After Alaska Death (Page 135). Separating the novel into 

two parts is a hint to the reader that for Miles, time has stopped when 

Alaska died. He splits happenings into before Alaska’s death and after 

Alaska’s death. For him, there are only these two time intervals. Miles 

obsessive love towards Alaska, a girl he could never be with, becomes 

most apparent after her death.  

However, Alaska’s other friends are telling him what kind of 

person Alaska really was: about her alcohol abuse, “The way she would 
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get sulky and make references to the freaking oppressive weight of 

tragedy or whatever but then never said what was wrong, never had a God 

damned reason to be sad.” (Page 149), and her joy in belittling others. 

Miles has erected an exaggerate view of Alaska. “She was dead. She was 

warm and soft against my skin(…) she was laughing, trying to teach me, 

make me better, promising to be continued.”(Page 144) He even forgets 

that Alaska was in a relationship and that she had more friends than just 

him. “(…) she promised to be continued, but I knew, too, that she was 

driving north when she died, north toward Nashville, toward Jake (Alaska 

Boyfriend) it had mattered to her, and I can only tell myself that of 

course, yes, she had promised.” (Page 146) He narrows Alaska’s ‘love’ to 

himself, and does not want to accept that others may have felt similarly 

about her. For Miles, her focus of love was and still is towards him.  

3.2 Discussion 

The result of this research was described about Miles Halter’s character in the 

“Looking For Alaska” Novel by John Green. The Miles’ character changes 

because of his relationship with Alaska Young. In the beginning, Alaska Young 

makes Miles falling in love, but after that, Alaska Young is dead. The relationship 

towards the deceased character will be demonstrated that it changes Miles’ 

character. For examples, how Miles changes Alaska from an annoying emotional 

wreck into an idol. Miles reconstructs the story from a future point in time; many 

of his memories have been tweaked to fit his renewed idolised image of Alaska. 

The story is told in past tense, showing that a distance has been created between 

the date of telling this story and the date the story actually occurred. 

The use of Lewin’s Theory as a behavior theory has several reasons. First, 

Lewin’s Theory has a detail about any factor to develop behavior changing. It can 

be seen in the chapter II, Lewin’s Theory had complex theory about behavior 

changing. It is automatically influenced this research about detail character 

changing of Miles Halter. 

From this point, it can be seen that theory corresponds with all texts or all 

conversations in Looking for Alaska Novel by John Green. Second reason, 
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Lewin’s Theory is simple to show us about behavior changing. Therefore, that is 

why the researcher uses the terms in order to explain how Miles Halter’s character 

changes. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

After analyzing The Main Character’s change of Miles Halter in Looking For 

Alaska Novel By John Green using Behavior theory by Kurt Lewin, the researcher 

comes to conclusion about this research. The researcher applies Lewin’s theory 

about behavior change which is compared with situation and conversation text in 

Looking For Alaska Novel by John Green. In this research, the kinds of character 

change by Miles Halter is easy to found. Especially, the dominant situation which 

is caused by Alaska changes him. From the analysis in the previous chapters, there 

were several points that could be concluded as the conclusions of this study. 

The author makes Miles’s Character to change, which includes the 

dramatic method in which the character reveals himself through their words and 

actions. The character on the dramatic method in which the personality of the 

main character was presented by the other character in the story. 

From the three dimensions under concern, it can be concluded that Miles 

Halter is an adorable man who has extrovert personality because he likes hanging 

with other people. From the analysis, it can be concluded that Lewin’s Theory, 

which means applying more than one dimensions and this analysis also explains 

how the main character is being described in terms of three dimensions. They are: 

social ecology model, changes in communication behavior, and community 

influence. 

In addition, the researcher found the characteristics of Miles Halter’s 

change. He directly offered the change in the middle of story. The researcher think 

that Miles changes because he meets Alaska Young. After Alaska Young died, 

Miles’ character changes again. Especially, when Miles find fact about Alaska’s 

suicide. However, the main character’s change is described by Lewin’s Theory 

and it corresponds with the theory. 
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